UniSoul’s Mission Statement
Mission of UniSoul is to support humanity by working persistently to form one universal
society where we all are one and live for each other thus developing worldwide reliable
relationships. To achieve this, we together shall abet fighting all the social causes known to
mankind and humanity.

UniSoul’s Aim
Aim of UniSoul is to reinstate a fair balance in this egocentric and self-seeking world
accompanied by equality and diversity. Standing true to our mantra i.e. HEAL THE PLANET
. . . so as to make it a better place to live, let us all unite and join hands to make One World
for all and be UNISOUL.
It’s time to establish business brands that focus on creating value rather than making profits.

UniSoul’s Vision Statement
Vision of UniSoul is to promote doctrines of different schools of thought, and to bring
humanity on the same platform so as to unify the entire planet resulting in creation of a
beautiful and loving place for one and all.
We join hands to work selflessly irrespective of our identity or who we are, to act as a NPO
(Not For Profit Organization) which combines the power of media, art and technology to
serve humanity worldwide by fulfilling even the tiniest of social requirement be it education,
environment, employment, healthcare, research etc. along with other humanitarian needs
thus transforming eternity into UniSoul.
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UniSoul’s Commitment Towards Society
UniSoul commits to provide unbiased and uniform opportunities to everyone. As we all are
aware that unemployment is one of the biggest challenges faced by the youth today leaving
them not only frustrated and disappointed but also forcing the youth to indulge into
misdemeanours like drugs and even into more serious crimes including terrorist activities
being one of them.
Unisoul intends to make the youth all over the globe - bodily healthy, mentally
conscious and socially productive by assisting them with positive role models,
motivating them to adopt values and ethics, much needed to bring communal
prosperity. This will only be possible by supporting the skilled youth through
enhanced business plans, enacting and marketing the skills and ideas to match the
market inclinations which will not only generate revenue but also employment for the
youth.
We strongly believe in amalgamation and mutually favourable alliances resulting in a winwin situation for every contributor. Thus all contributions will be on project to project basis
and the contributor will become a project partner as per the level of contribution against the
total investment needed for the project.
Our dream is to make our planet a self-supporting society that can propel and
prosper as One World for Everyone.
Let us join hands together to be the partners and visionaries for a beginning a new era – A
Boundary Less World, where we all unite to become Unisoul.

ANYONE & EVERYONE IS WELCOME.
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UniSoul’s Call for Cause
UniSoul invites people from every nook and corner of the world be it Foreign
Nationals, Individuals, Groups, Societies, Entrepreneurs, Professionals Diplomats,
Bureaucrats, Celebs etc. to join hands extending a helping hand to support the
society by adopting or sponsoring Projects / Education / Other Social Causes etc. in
their Respective Villages, Cities, Towns, People, Students etc. in their own
respective capacities...
Education
UniSoul feels that education is the principal means to build the “defences of peace”
in the mind of humanity everywhere. Education is both a Human Right and a vital
means of promoting peace and respect. UniSoul works persistently & consistently
to make education universally available and equally accessible to all.
There are millions of people who are benefitting from an education of sufficient
quality to meet their basic learning needs. The basic learning needs are becoming
more pressing due to the vast changes in the world bought by globalisation. The
revolution in Information & Communication technologies threaten to marginalise
entire population that is still living under dire poverty.

THE CHALLENGE IS DAUNTING BUT UNISOUL IS LACED UP…
We hope that this information or report through its wide ranging yet concise overview
and analysis will contribute towards a better International understanding of the
nature and scope of the right to education, of its fundamental importance for
humanity & of all the challenges that still lie ahead to ensure its full implementation.

A(i)

UniSoul’s Education Affiliate Programme

Schools and Colleges Unified Branding & Marketing.
This will help to build an empowered network of branded chain to become an answer
for Branded High Standard Education (free for needy and reasonable for middle &
high society) unlike other branded business houses who are selling education &
creating unequal bars of differentiation in the society.
Common pattern of Internationally acceptable education system will help child to
become a better Human Being.
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A(ii) UniSoul’s Career Development Programme for Youth
This is a programme for educated /frustrated/disengaged youth who in spite of being
educated and well qualified is losing faith in society due to lack of opportunities, reservation
and corruption.
UniSoul invites applications from such Youth World-Wide to send their detailed CV
along with any Business or Interactive ideas.
a (i)

Profile / CV’s of such candidates shall be filtered and shortlisted. If UniSoul
already has an On-going project of similar nature as that of the candidate’s
profiles / CV’s / business idea, in such case the candidate shall be
accommodated within the existing project as per the candidate’s calibre &
experience.

a (ii)

In case there is no such existing project, UniSoul will further elaborate the
idea as suggested by the candidate into a proper business format and our
team of CA’s will develop a detailed elaborated project and viability report.

UniSoul will the fund the project in the respective prospect market appointing the
submitter candidate as project manager on pay-rolls.
UniSoul’s marketing team will market the project to make it a successful venture
which also will act as employment generator for the unemployed people of the
respective area/zone.

A(iii) UniSoul Skill Development Programme
For Youth to be successful, traditional education needs to be supplemented with
further education and transferable work experience. UniSoul would not only help to
provide the necessary skills for the future jobs but also assist the youth to gain the
minimum level of post-secondary training needed for employment eligibility. UniSoul
is dedicated to support the disengaged youth in every possible way with the soul
aim of creative a healthy and just society. The goal is to help these youths return to
school enrol in post-secondary education or career training programmes or start a
career. Programmes under this section of UniSoul provide skill development, work
experiences, and youth development activities.
Unskilled people of all age groups will be provided crash courses to groom skillsets
of uneducated or unclassified poor people giving them right direction to their way of
earning a healthy living for themselves and their families.
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B)

UniSoul Model Smart Villages

UniSoul takes up a challenge of Modernising Villages of Low Speculation Areas
where government machinery fails to reach and people are being ignored by the
authorities for any reasons like border zones, out of bound areas, low tourism zones,
less population areas etc...
UniSoul strives to develop smart villages which would be social, simple, skilled,
moral yet laced with modern and methodical facilities resulting in a community
having highest level of awareness of global, socio & economic issues, adapting and
adjusting itself to fast changing environments.
UniSoul aims to build a mass movement driven by communities by empowering
them with knowledge & skills to take on the challenges of the present age of
information & technology.
UniSoul commits to address issues of people of any such areas serving best to the
humanitarian needs by delivering services in the field of Education, Healthcare, and
other Social issues...

C)

UniSoul Etiquette Management Programme

UniSoul takes up responsibility of calming down impatient behaviour of people by
giving them crash courses on;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Right tips on Safe and Patient Driving
Pleasant warm behaviour & Gratitude
Personality Development & Grooming
Confidence Building & Motivation

UniSoul strongly feels that the use of good business etiquette can never make up
for the technical knowledge and education in any work place, but bad manners and
poor etiquette can certainly cost both the employees and the organisation for which
they work.
Our etiquette management programme will lace up the trainees with all the required
tools needed in various fields of networking, selling, client service, communication
in addition to other social media tools.
Our seminars and workshops are interactive, down to earth, packed with
information, and crafted to meet & cater to variety of business needs.

UniSoul is being really ambitious taking up a courageous challenge of Uniting Whole World beyond
Political Boundaries and other Conventional Differentiation Patterns of the World to Unite Everybody
bringing them all on a single platform and prosper One and Only Religion as made by Almighty
Himself called HUMANITY...
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TOGETHER WE CAN - RECONNECT HUMANITY...
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